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GIS & ASD
Editorial Preface

It’s been a while since the last issue of the XOOTIC Magazine appeared. A lot has happened since then.
There were changes in the XOOTIC board and in other XOOTIC committees. A major change happened
in the XOOTIC Magazine Committee. The editorial board in 2005 consists ofMenno Lindwer, Slavomir
Estok, Michiel van Osch, and Ladislau Posta. From this placewe would like to thank Nico Kuijpers,
Yarema Mazuryk, and Chris Delnooz for their work as editors of the XOOTIC Magazine.

Due to various reasons, the XOOTIC Magazine Committee decided to not be bounded by the ”one theme
issue” for the magazine. Therefore, the current issue contains articles from the fields of Geographic Infor-
mation Systems (GIS) and Analytical Software Design (ASD).

In the first article, Marc van Kreveld and Bettina Speckmann present the first algorithms for rectangular
cartogram construction. A rectangular cartogram is a type of map where every region is a rectangle. The
size of the rectangles is chosen such that their areas represent a geographic variable (e.g. population).

In the second article, Rob Dekker reports the results of an investigation of several object-based classifica-
tions and change detection techniques used in map updating.

Last, but not least, Guy Broadfoot and George Kielty, present how Verum applied ASD, a new approach
that applies software engineering mathematics to industrial software development, to develop the software
controlling an advanced mechatronics subsystem being developed by Philips Applied Technologies, De-
partment of Mechatronics, in the Netherlands.

The magazine ends with a list of recentOOTI publications.

Enjoy reading this magazine!

Ladislau Posta, editor
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Article

Automated Construction of Rectangular
Cartograms1

Marc van Kreveld, Bettina Speckmann

A rectangular cartogram is a type of map where every region is a rectangle.
The size of the rectangles is chosen such that their areas represent a geo-
graphic variable (e.g., population). Good rectangular cartograms are hard to
generate: The area specifications for each rectangle may make it impossible
to realize correct adjacencies between the regions and so hamper the intuitive
understanding of the map.
We present the first algorithms for rectangular cartogram construction. Our
algorithms depend on a precise formalization of region adjacencies and build
upon existing VLSI layout algorithms. An implementation of our algorithms and
various tests show that in practice, visually pleasing rectangular cartograms
with small cartographic error can be generated effectively.

Introduction

Cartographers have developed many different tech-
niques to visualize statistical data about a set of re-
gions like countries, states or counties.Cartograms
are among the most well known and widely used
of these techniques. The regions of a cartogram
are deformed such that the area of a region corre-
sponds to a particular geographic variable [3]. The
most common variable is population: In a popu-
lation cartogram, the areas of the regions are pro-
portional to their population. Since the sizes of the
regions are not their true sizes they generally can-
not keep both their shape and their adjacencies. A
good cartogram, however, preserves the recogniz-
ability in some way.

Globally speaking, there are three types of car-
togram. The standard type (thecontiguous area
cartogram) has deformed regions so that the de-
sired sizes can be obtained and the adjacencies
kept. Algorithms for such cartograms are described
in [4, 5, 8, 15]. The second type of cartogram is the
non-contiguous area cartogram [12]. The regions
have the true shape, but are scaled down and gen-

erally do not touch anymore. The third type of car-
togram is the rectangular cartogram, introduced by
Raisz in 1934 [13], where each region is represented
by a rectangle. This has the advantage that the sizes
(area) of the regions can be estimated much better
than with the first two types.
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Figure 1: The population of Europe (country codes
according to the ISO 3611 standard).

Algorithms for cartograms have been studied for
over thirty years, but no method for producing rect-
angular cartograms has been developed so far [16].

1This work has previously been published as part of [11].
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Quality criteria. Whether a rectangular cartogram
is good is determined by several factors. One of
these is thecartographic error[4, 5], which is de-
fined for each region as| Ac − As | /As, whereAc

is the area of the region in the cartogram andAs is
the specified area of that region, given by the ge-
ographic variable to be shown. The following list
summarizes the most important quality criteria:

• Average cartographic error.
• Maximum cartographic error.
• Correct adjacencies of the rectangles.
• Maximum aspect ratio.
• Suitable relative positions.

For a purely rectangular cartogram we cannot ex-
pect to simultaneously satisfy all criteria well. Re-
cently, Heilmann et al. [6] presented rectangular
map approximations that have zero cartographic er-
ror but do not satisfy the other criteria.

Related work. Rectangular cartograms are closely
related tofloor plans for electronic chips. Floor
planning aims to represent a planar graph by itsrect-
angular dual, defined as follows. Arectangular
partition of a rectangleR is a partition ofR into a set
R of non-overlapping rectangles such that no four
rectangles inR meet at the same point. A rectan-
gular dual of a planar graph(G, V) is a rectangular
partitionR, such that(i) there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the rectangles inR and the
nodes inG, and (ii) two rectangles inR share a
common boundary if and only if the corresponding
nodes inG are connected. The following theorem
was proven in [10]:

Theorem 0.1 A planar graph G has a rectangular
dual R with four rectangles on the boundary of R if
and only if

1. every interior face is a triangle and the exterior
face is a quadrangle, and

2. G has no separating triangles.

Most maps give rise to triangulated graphs, because
usually at most three regions meet at any one point.
Separating triangles occasionally arise, for exam-
ple, Luxembourg does not border any sea and is in-
cident to only three countries. This implies that a
purely rectangular cartogram with correct adjacen-
cies does not exist for Europe. Also note that al-
though every triangulated planar graph without sep-

arating triangles has a rectangular dual this does not
imply that an error free cartogram for this graph ex-
ists.

Results. We present the first fully automated al-
gorithms for the computation of rectangular car-
tograms. We formalize the region adjacencies based
on their geographic location and are so able to enu-
merate and process all feasiblerectangular layouts
for a particular subdivision (i.e., map). The precise
steps that lead us from the input data to an algo-
rithmically processable rectangular subdivision are
sketched in Section .

In [11] we describe three algorithms that com-
pute a cartogram from a rectangular layout. Here
we concentrate on the simplest one of these, the
so-called segment moving heuristic. We evalu-
ated this easy and efficient heuristic experimen-
tally. The results of our implementation can be
found in Section . A Java prototype can be
seen athttp://www.win.tue.nl/ ˜ speck-
man/demos/carto .

Algorithmic Outline

Assume that we are given an administrative subdi-
vision into a set of regions. The adjacencies of the
regions can be represented in a graphF, which is
the face graph of the subdivision.

1. Preprocessing: The face graphF is in most
cases already triangulated (except for its outer face).
In order to construct a rectangular dual ofF we
first have to process internal vertices of degree less
than four and then triangulate any remaining non-
triangular faces.

2. Directed edge labels:Any two nodes in the
face graph have at least one direction of adjacency
which follows naturally from their geographic lo-
cation. While in theory there are four different di-
rections of adjacency any two nodes can have, in
practice only one or two directions are reasonable.

Our algorithms go through all possible combina-
tions of direction assignments and determine which
one gives a correct or the best result. While in the-
ory there can be an exponential number of options,
in practice there is often only one natural choice for
the direction of adjacency between two regions. We
call a particular choice of adjacency directions adi-
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rected edge labeling. A face graphF with a directed
edge labeling can be represented by a rectangular
dual if and only if

1. every internal region has at least one North, one
South, one East, and one West neighbor, and

2. when traversing the neighbors of a node in
clockwise order starting at the western most
North neighbor we first encounter all North
neighbors, then all East neighbors, then all
South neighbors and finally all West neighbors.

A realizable directed edge labeling constitutes areg-
ular edge labelingfor F as defined in [7] which im-
mediately implies our observation.

3. Rectangular layout: To actually represent a
face graph together with a realizable directed edge
labeling as a rectangular dual we have to pay spe-
cial attention to the nodes on the outer face since
they may miss neighbors in up to three directions.
To compensate for that we add four special regions
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH, and WEST, as well assea
regionsthat help to preserve the original outline of
the subdivision. Then we can employ the algorithm
by He and Kant [7] to construct arectangular lay-
out, i.e., the unique rectangular dual of a realizable
directed edge labeling. The output of our imple-
mentation of the algorithm by He and Kant is shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: One of4608 possible rectangular layouts of
the US.

4. Area assignment:For a given set of area val-
ues and a given rectangular layout we would like to
decide if an assignment of the area values to the re-
gions is possible without destroying the correct ad-
jacencies. Should the answer be negative or should
the question be undecidable, then we still want to
compute a cartogram that has a small cartographic

error while maintaining reasonable aspect ratios and
relative positions.

Segment moving heuristic.A simple but efficient
heuristic that works as follows. Consider the maxi-
mal vertical segments and maximal horizontal seg-
ments in the layout, for example the vertical seg-
ment in Figure 2 that has Kentucky (KY) to its left
and West Virginia (WV) and Virginia (VA) to its
right. This segment can be moved a little to the left,
making Kentucky smaller and the Virginias larger,
or it can be moved to the right with the opposite ef-
fect.

The segment moving heuristic loops over all max-
imal segments and moves each with a small step
in the direction that decreases the maximum error
of the adjacent regions. After a number of iter-
ations, one can expect that all maximal segments
have moved to a locally optimal position. However,
we have no proof that the method reaches the global
optimum, or that it even converges.

The segment moving heuristic has some important
advantages:(i) it can be used for any rectangular
layout, (ii) one iterative step for all maximal seg-
ments takesO(n) time,(iii ) no area need to be spec-
ified for sea rectangles,(iv) a bound on the aspect
ratio can be specified, and(v) adjacencies between
the rectangles can be preserved, but need not be.
Not preserving adjacencies can help to reduce car-
tographic error.

Implementation and experiments

We have implemented the segment moving heuris-
tic and tested it on several data sets. The main
objective was to discover whether rectangular car-
tograms with reasonably small cartographic error
exist, given that they are rather restrictive in the pos-
sibilities to represent all rectangle areas correctly.
Obviously, we can only answer this question if the
segment moving heuristic actually finds a good car-
togram if it exist. Secondary objectives of the ex-
periments are to determine to what extent the carto-
graphic error depends on maximum aspect ratio and
correct or false adjacencies. We were also interested
in the dependency of the error on the percentage of
area used by the sea.

Our layout data sets consist of the 36 countries of
Europe and the 48 contiguous states of the USA. For
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Data set Sea Aspect ratio Ave. error Max. error

Eu elec. 20% 8 0.071 0.280
Eu elec. 20% 9 0.070 0.183
Eu elec. 20% 10 0.067 0.179
Eu elec. 20% 11 0.065 0.155
Eu elec. 20% 12 0.054 0.137
Eu elec. 10% 10 0.098 0.320
Eu elec. 15% 10 0.076 0.245
Eu elec. 20% 10 0.067 0.179
Eu elec. 25% 10 0.049 0.126

Table 1: Errors for different aspect ratios and sea percentages (correct adjacencies).

Europe, we joined Belgium and Luxembourg, and
Ukraine and Moldova, because rectangular duals do
not exist if Luxembourg or Moldova are included as
a separate country. Europe has16 sea rectangles
and the US data set has9. For Europe we allowed
10 pairs of adjacent countries to be in different rel-
ative position, leading to1024 possible layouts. Of
these,768 correspond to a realizable directed edge
labeling. For the USA we have13 pairs,8192 pos-
sible layouts, and4608 of these are realizable. In
the experiments, all768 or 4608 layouts are consid-
ered and the one giving the lowest average error is
chosen as the cartogram.

As numeric data we considered for Europe the
population and the electricity production, taken
from [2]. For the USA we consideredpopulation,
native population, number offarms, and total length
of highways. The data is provided by the US cen-
sus bureau in theStatistical Abstract of the United
States.1

Preliminary tests on all data sets showed that the
false adjacency option always gives considerably
lower error than correct adjacencies. The false adja-
cency option always allowed cartograms with aver-
age error of only a few percent. A small part of the
errors is due to the discrete steps taken when mov-
ing the segments. Since cartograms are interpreted
visually and show a global picture, errors of a few
percent on the average are acceptable. Errors of a
few percent are also present in standard, computer-
generated contiguous cartograms [4, 5, 8, 9]. We
note that most hand-made rectangular cartograms
also have false adjacencies and that aspect ratios of
more than20 can be observed.
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Figure 3: A cartogram depicting the electricity
production of Europe.

Table 1 shows errors for various settings for the
electricity production data set. The rectangular lay-
out chosen for the table is the one with lowest av-
erage error. The corresponding maximum error is
shown only for completeness. In the table we ob-
serve that the error goes down with a larger allowed
aspect ratio, as expected. For Europe and popula-
tion (not shown in the table), errors below 0.1 on
the average with correct adjacencies were only ob-
tained for aspect ratios greater than15. The table
also shows that a larger sea percentage brings the
error down. This is as expected because sea rectan-
gles can grow or shrink to reduce the error of adja-
cent countries, while a sea rectangle cannot have an
error in its area. So, more sea means more freedom
to reduce errors. However, sea rectangles should
not become so small that they visually (nearly) dis-
appear.

Table 2 shows errors for various settings for two US
data sets. Again, we choose the rectangular layout
giving the lowest average error. In the US highway

1http://www.census.gov/statab/www/
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Data set Adjacency Aspect ratio Ave. error Max. error

US population false 8 0.104 0.278
US population false 9 0.085 0.193
US population false 10 0.052 0.295
US population false 11 0.030 0.091
US population false 12 0.022 0.056
US population correct 12 0.327 0.618
US population correct 13 0.319 0.608
US population correct 14 0.317 0.612
US population correct 15 0.314 0.569
US population correct 16 0.308 0.612
US highway correct 6 0.073 0.188
US highway correct 7 0.059 0.111
US highway correct 8 0.058 0.101
US highway correct 9 0.058 0.101
US highway correct 10 0.058 0.101

Table 2: Errors for different aspect ratios, and correct or false adjacencies. Sea 20%.

data set, aspect ratios above8 do not seem to de-
crease the error below a certain value. In the US
population data set, correct adjacencies give a larger
error than is acceptable. Even an aspect ratio of
40 gave an average error of over0.3. We ran the
same tests for the native population data and again
observed that the error decreases with larger aspect
ratio. An aspect ratio of7 combined with false ad-
jacency gives a cartogram with average error below
0.04 (see Fig. 4). Only the highways data allowed
correct adjacencies, small aspect ratio, and small er-
ror simultaneously.
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Figure 4: A cartogram depicting the native population
of the United States.

Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 show rectangular cartograms
of the US. Three of them have false adjacencies, but
we can observe that adjacencies are only slightly
disturbed in all cases (which is the same as for
hand-made rectangular cartograms). The data sets
allowed an aspect ratio of10 or lower to yield an

average error between0.03 and0.06, except for the
farms data. Here an aspect ratio of20 gives an av-
erage error of just below0.1. Figures 1 and 3 show
rectangular cartograms for Europe. The former has
false adjacencies and aspect ratio bounded by12,
the latter has correct adjacencies and aspect ratio
bounded by8. The average error is roughly0.06
in both cartograms.
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Figure 5: The population of the US.
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Figure 6: The highway kilometers of the US.
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Figure 7: The farms of the US.

Conclusion

In this paper we presented the first algorithms to
compute rectangular cartograms. We showed how
to formalize region adjacencies in order to gen-
erate algorithmically processable layouts. An in-
teresting open problem is whether rectangular car-
togram construction (correct or minimum error) can
be done in polynomial time.

We experimentally studied the quality of our seg-
ment moving heuristic and showed that it is very
effective in producing aesthetic rectangular car-
tograms with only small cartographic error. Our
tests show the dependency of the error on the aspect
ratio, correct adjacencies, and sea percentage. The
quality of the cartograms generated is comparable
to hand-made rectangular cartograms.
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Article

Object-based updating of land-use maps of
urban areas using satellite remote sensing

R.J. Dekker

Geographical information in the form of maps is continuously subjected to
change, especially in urban areas. Therefore maps have to be updated, which
can be done using satellite remote sensing techniques since many satellites
are in orbit today. In this paper several object-based classification and change
detection techniques are investigated. An important aspect in map-updating
is the translation from land cover (image domain) to land use (map domain).
To study the results of several techniques, data of Landsat 5 TM (30 m), ERS
1 (30 m), Ikonos (4 m) and PHARUS (4 m) were used. The focus was on
data of urban areas in the Netherlands. Classification of the images was done
using spectral information, texture and in one case information on the rela-
tion between adjacent objects. Non-parametric techniques were applied be-
cause most textures appeared to be non-Gaussian distributed. The classifica-
tion accuracy of Landsat 5 TM was best, second was ERS 1 and third were
the results of PHARUS and Ikonos. Several reasons are given, but classifying
high-resolution images is clearly more difficult than classifying low-resolution
images. In case of change detection, pre-classification techniques were pre-
ferred. Although the methods can be improved, more information is required,
e.g. from combining sensors or from the map to be updated. Map updating
may not become fully automatic, but the job of a human operator can be made
easier using the techniques investigated in this paper.

Introduction

The world is rich of geographical information in the
form of maps. We all know paper maps but today,
more and more maps become available digitally.
Examples of such maps are the Digital Chart of
the World (DCW), the Vector Map (VMap) product
series and national digital maps as the TOPvector
product series of the Topografische Dienst Kadaster,
Netherlands national mapping agency. The areas
of applications of those maps are various: environ-
mental planning, agriculture, forestry, tourism, de-
fence, and many more. Because the Earth’s surface,
that maps attempt to describe, develops, maps are
continuously subjected to change, especially in ur-
ban areas where the pace of development is rela-

tively high. To keep maps up to date, it is impor-
tant to know where the change took place, what has
changed, how it is changed and if it is relevant for
the map. To answer these questions satellite remote
sensing techniques can be used, since many com-
mercial satellites are currently in orbit. Examples
are Landsat, Spot, Ikonos, Quickbird, ERS, Envisat,
and Radarsat. More are planned.

The remote sensing techniques that are discussed
in this paper focus on land-use classification and
change detection. An important development in
these techniques that is addressed here is object ori-
entation. For evaluation some of these techniques
were applied to satellite data of several areas in the
Netherlands, including data of Landsat 5 TM (30
m), ERS 1 (30 m), Ikonos (4 m) and PHARUS (4
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m). Landsat 5 and Ikonos are optical/infrared satel-
lites. ERS 1 is a radar satellite. PHARUS (Grei-
danus et al. 1996) is an airborne imaging radar
representing the future generation of radar satel-
lites which is planned to be in orbit from 2005 (e.g.
Radarsat 2, Cosmo/SkyMed and TerraSAR). This
paper is based on an earlier publication by the au-
thor ([6]).

Land Cover and Land Use

An important aspect in translating satellite images
into maps is that satellites give a physical descrip-
tion of the earth’s surface (materials, surface rough-
ness, structure), while most maps give a functional
(socio-economic) description. Both descriptions are
referred to as land cover and land use respectively
and are often mixed up ([1], [9]). Examples of land
cover are grass, trees, building and asphalt. Exam-
ples of land use are agricultural, residential, com-
mercial and industrial. Most land use classes are
composed of several land cover types, and have of-
ten a many-to-many relationship ([11], [4], [9]), see
also figure 1.

Residential

commercial

industrial

trees

building

asphalt

land useland cover

grass

Figure 1: Many-to-many relationship between land
cover and land use (Fisher et al. 2002).

Test Areas and Data

In this paper classification and change detection is
applied to satellite images of the Netherlands. The
Netherlands can be characterised as a well-planned

country: almost every acre has a function. Com-
pared to many other countries the Netherlands is
quite urbanised, especially in the west and south.
Three test areas were selected:

• Zwolle and Veluwe, in the centre to the East of
the Netherlands, is a less dense urban area. It is
dominated by meadow and forest (Veluwe).

• Randstad Holland, a dispersed but dense urban
area in the west of the Netherlands. It contains
residential areas, industry, greenhouses, pasture,
arable land, and some forest. The area includes
two of the four largest cities in the Netherlands,
Rotterdam and The Hague.

• The Hague, in the west of the Randstad Holland
by the North Sea is quite a green city. It con-
tains much forest and is built against a (natural)
sand dune area that protects a large part of the
Netherlands from the sea. This area is chosen to
study higher resolution data.

The maps of the first two areas are from VMap level
1 of the Netherlands (1:250,000) that was produced
in 1998. The information model behind VMap is
the Digital Geographic Information Exchange Stan-
dard - Feature Attribute Coding Catalogue ([8])
which was developed by the Digital Geographic In-
formation Working Group ([8]). About 150 types of
entities are included. Because some VMap level 1
land-use types are rather close, the map was concep-
tually generalised by merging areas with different
codes into a map with less classes. For instance, for-
est includes the classes orchard/plantation and trees,
which is conceptually valid in the Netherlands. Un-
fortunately, VMap level 1 does not show areas that
contain industrial activity only, if reproduced these
are included in urban. Figure 2 shows the map of the
area of Zwolle and Veluwe. The map of The Hague
comes from the TOP10vector series of the Nether-
lands (1:10,000). It was updated in 1999. Due to the
large number of land-use classes the TOP10vector
was conceptually generalised as well. It is shown
in Figure 3. The satellite data are summarised in
table 1. There is no relation between useful resolu-
tion and pixel spacing (i.e. sampling distance). If
the resolution is higher than the pixel spacing, this
means that the images are oversampled. The num-
ber of looks is a measure for the speckle-noise re-
duction. For instance, when the number of looks is
three, this means that the speckle-noise is reduced
by averaging three independent images (the band-
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width of one image corresponds to one-third of the
antenna beam). The polarisation stands for the ori-
entation of the radar waves. The backscatter prop-

erties of objects can be different for different polar-
isations. Some acquisitions are previous to the map
updates but the differences in land use are small.

sensor Landsat 5 TM ERS 1 Ikonos PHARUS
type optical/infrared radar optical/infrared radar (airborne)
altitude 705 km 785 km 681 km 6 km
useful resolution 30 m 30 m 4 m 4 m
useful bands 6 (0.45-2.35µm) 1 (5.3 cm) 4 (0.45-0.88µm) 1 (5.3 cm)
visual 3 - 3 -
infrared 3 - 1 -
microwave - 1 - 1

number of images 1 1 1 2
number of looks N/A 3 N/A 5
polarisation (used) N/A VV N/A HH

test area Zwolle and Veluwe Randstad Holland The Hague The Hague
acquisition data 18 October 1993 23 June 1995 23 September 2000 26 April 1996

27 January 1998
pixel spacing 20 m 20 m 2 m 2 m
size 1500x1500 pixels 3209x3273 pixels 1353x1825 pixels 1353x1825 pixels

30x30 km 64x65 km 2.7x3.7 km 2.7x3.7 km

Table 1: Overview of satellite data of the three test areas.

Classification Techniques

Classification techniques, how to translate a satel-
lite image into land cover or even land use, can
be divided in various categories. Two are de-
scribed: feature-based and knowledge-based (i.e.
rule-based) techniques. In feature-based classifica-
tion images are classified based on a set of distin-
guishing characteristics or features. A feature can
be the spectral intensity, texture, polarimetric infor-
mation, etc. Texture can become important if only
one spectral band is available, e.g. in case of the
radar images. Therefore a set of texture measures
was investigated with respect to their separability
of land use in the ERS 1 image of the Randstad
Holland ([6]). The measures that performed best
were mean intensity (actually no texture), variance,
weighted-rank fill ratio and semivariograms. The
weighted-rank fill ratio is an order-statistic, which is
defined as the ratio of the power of the 5% brightest
pixels of an object and the total power of all pixels.
The semivariogram is a eo-statistic measure, which
is an indicator of the geospatial distribution of tex-
tures (e.g. repeatability, depth).

The most popular feature-based classifiers are para-

metric, meaning that they decide if a feature-vector
belongs to a certain class, based on the parame-
ters of the class probability-density-function (e.g.
mean and standard deviation). A problem with
these classifiers is that most assume the features
to be normally distributed. Although other classi-
fiers can be designed, there can still be the prob-
lem of features having different distributions. Lin-
ing up these distributions is sometimes possible by
applying variable transformations, but not always.
Another solution is to apply non-parametric tech-
niques, which consider the whole population and
not only the mean and standard deviation. An ex-
ample of a non-parametric classifier is thek-nearest
neighbour (kNN) classifier which is based on the
following distance ([10]):

d2
i = (X − Xi,NN)T ∑

−1
i (X − Xi,NN)

HereXi,NN is thek-th nearest neighbour of classi to
feature vectorX under test and?i the covariance ma-
trix of classi. The smallest distance determines the
class. This procedure is also referred to as the vol-
umetrickNN procedure. For computational reasons
(1) can be simplified to:

d2
i =

∑n
j=1

(xj−xij ,NN)2

σ
2

ij
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Herexj is the j-th element of feature vectorX with
dimensionn. xij ,NN is the j-th element of thek-th
nearest neighbourXi,NN andσij is the standard devi-
ation of all j-th elements of all sample feature vec-
tors of classi.

Another example of a non-parametric classifier is
the knowledge-based or rule-based classifier ([11],
[15]). The most common rule in such classifica-
tion is theif-then rule: if condition then inference.
Fuzzy rule-based systems follow the same rules, ex-
cept that conditions are not hard. In a basic rule-
based system for instance the condition if a radar
tone is dark, is determined by a hard threshold on
the radar backscatter. In a fuzzy rule-based sys-
tem this condition is determined by a membership
function which describes the degree of membership
to a fuzzy set ([2]). Because land cover and land
use have many-to-many relationships, knowledge-
based or rule-based classification systems are ideal
to convert one to another ([11], [4]).

The classification techniques that were discussed,
can be applied to pixels or objects. From a land-
cover point of view, an object is a region or segment
in which the feature space is homogeneous to some
degree, so it fits one (physical) description. From
a land-use point of view an object fits one function.
In general, object-based classification is preferred to
pixel-based classification (i.e. pixel-by-pixel classi-
fication) because it is more accurate ([13]). Objects
can be extracted from the satellite image using seg-
mentation techniques ([14], [2]).

Change Detection Techniques

Change detection is useful when we have to update
a map of an area and do not know which parts have
changed. Several techniques exist which can be
divided into two categories: pre-classification and
post-classification change detection. The basic pre-
classification methods are image differencing and
image ratioing ([17], [16]), which compare the im-
ages directly, before classification. Image differenc-
ing is subtracting the before image from the after
image. Image ratioing is dividing the first by the
latter. Generally, image ratioing is less sensitive to
radiometric errors, and preferred in case of radar
change detection due to the radar image statistics.
Other pre-classification methods, based on image
differencing and ratioing, have been designed ([17],

[5]). One of them, especially designed for radar im-
ages, applies an adaptive filter to the ratio image, to
reduce the speckle-noise which is typical for radar
images.

Post-classification change detection is applied to the
classification results of images. The advantage of
this method is that it applies to information from
sources that are difficult to combine before classifi-
cation (e.g. optical/infrared, radar, digital maps). A
disadvantage of this method is that it is sensitive to
classification errors.

The change detection techniques discussed can be
applied to pixels and objects as well. Matching the
results with existing map objects will show which
areas or objects have changed. In object-based
change detection it is important that the boundaries
of the object under test are the same. Otherwise
sliver or larger polygons that indicate false change
may occur. One way to overcome this problem is
to apply multi-channel segmentation in which both
images are input to the segmentation process ([3],
[18]).

Results and Discussion

To investigate the effects of these classification and
change detection techniques, several were applied
to the objects that were recognised from data that
were discussed. Addressed were spectral and tex-
tural features. Non-parametric techniques were ap-
plied because most features, especially the texture
measures, appeared to be non-Gaussian distributed.
The classifiers were trained manually by selecting
a number of appropriate training objects. Table 2
gives an overview of the results.

Land use classification of Landsat 5 TM was done
using a fuzzy rule-base which included rules based
on the spectral intensities, texture (i.e. standard
deviation) and some rules considering the relation
between adjacent objects. Figures 2 and 3 shows
the result. The relatively high percentage of correct
classification (Pcc) is mainly due to the high num-
ber of bands compared to the low number of classes.
Besides, this area is less complex because it is dom-
inated by natural land cover instead of urban. The
effect of using a fuzzy classifier must not be over-
estimated. The rules on the spectral intensities and
texture are based on training sample-areas, as with
the Nearest Neighbour (NN) classifier.
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sensor nr.of bands res. map scale classifier texture nr.of class. Pcc kappa
Landsat 5TM 6 30m vMapl 250K fuzzy yes 4 82.9 59.6
ERS 1 1 30m VMap1 250K NN yes 5 52.1 36.3
Ikonos 4 4m TOP10 10K NN no 5 42.4 26.8
PHARUS 1 4m TOP10 10K NN yes 3 48.3 29.4

Table 2: Overview of land-use classification experiments.

The ERS 1 image was classified using different tex-
ture measures because only one band was available.
The best performing texture measures (i.e. mean in-
tensity, variance, weighted-rank fill ratio and semi-
variograms) were applied. The results show that
the textures improve classification but the results are
not optimal. This is due to the fact that (i) the class
definitions between the map (land use) and the im-
age (land cover) are not exactly the same, (ii) the
fact that the map shows deficiencies, and (iii) the
fact that the land-cover information content of ERS
1 leaves something to be desired.

Figure 2: Classification of the test area Zwolle and
Veluwe. Urban = red; forest = green; water = blue; other
= light yellow; unclassified = black.

The classification result of Ikonos shows the low-
est Pcc. The reason for this was found in the facts
that different land covers are made up of the same
materials (e.g. roofs and roads are often made up
of tarmac) and that the map that was used showed
deficiencies as well. Using texture did not improve

the result. The result is worse than that of Landsat 5
TM which is due to the lower number of bands, the
higher complexity of the scene, and the higher num-
ber of classes. Again, it can not be fully ascribed to
the classifier.

The classification accuracy of PHARUS, using the
same map, was slightly better. The best performing
texture measures were applied here as well. How-
ever, the result was not better than that of ERS 1.
Besides the reasons mentioned with the classifica-
tion of ERS 1, this was caused by the fact that radar
reflections are often due to parts of buildings instead
of the whole building (e.g. wall-ground reflections).

The NN classification of the high-resolution sen-
sors Ikonos and PHARUS is not optimal. Classi-
fying high-resolution imagery is clearly more diffi-
cult than classifying low-resolution images. On the
other hand, different maps were used for different
resolutions.

Figure 3: VMap level 1 of the test area Zwolle and
Veluwe (source: Topografische Dienst Kadaster)
Landsat 5 TM image.
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In case of the change detection techniques, three
were applied to the two PHARUS images:

• Pre-classification change detection applied to
the ratio image using an adaptive filter

• Pre-classification change detection by multi-
channel segmentation

• Post-classification change detection

Pre-classification techniques are preferred to post-
classification change detection, unless the classifi-
cation is accurate but this was not the case, see
table 2. The difference between pre-classification
change detection applied to the filtered ratio image
and by multi-channel segmentation is small. The
first slightly better preserves smaller objects, while
the latter better reproduces the shape of the changed
objects. The main reason for that is found in the fact
that the speckle in the PHARUS images was already
quite low due to its relatively high number of looks.

Conclusions

Despite the fact that it is not easy to make a good
comparison between the sensors due to different
numbers of bands, areas, maps, scales and numbers
of classes, the results are indicative for what can be
achieved in image classification and change detec-
tion today. Although the methods can be improved,
more information is required in the map-updating
process. Instead of using a single sensor, images
from multiple sensors covering different parts of
the spectrum can be applied (e.g. combine opti-
cal/infrared with radar). Another possibility is to
include information on the relation between adja-
cent objects (this was only done for Landsat 5 TM)
or information from the map that has to be updated.
Techniques that improve the vector results of clas-
sification may be required as well.

Map updating may not become fully automatic,
but the job of a human operator can be made eas-
ier using the techniques investigated in this paper.
Change detection will reduce the number of areas
an operator has to check for changes, and object-
based classification of those areas will provide the
operator with the new map objects. And although
the objects may not all be perfectly shaped and clas-
sified, the operator does not have to do all the work,
especially when the percentage of correct classifica-
tion is high.

Figure 4: Classification of the generalised TOP10vector
of The Hague. Buildings = red; roads/bare soil = light
yellow; low vegetation = light green; trees = dark green;
water = blue; other land use = white,
shadow/unclassified = black.

Figure 5: Generalised TOP10vector of The Hague
(source: Topografische Dienst Kadaster) Ikonos image.
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Article

Analytical Software Design Case MagLev
Stage Software Project for Philips Applied

Technologies
Guy H. Broadfoot, George Kielty

Product innovation, quality and time to market are key elements in the bat-
tle to achieve and sustain competitive advantage. For a growing number of
businesses, this means software development. Software is now an essential
component embedded in an ever increasing array of products. It has become
an important means of realising product innovation and is a key determinant of
both product quality and time-to-market. For many businesses, software has
become business-critical and software development is a strategic business ac-
tivity. At the same time, software development continues to suffer from poor
predictability. Existing development methods appear to have reached a quality
ceiling that incremental improvements in process and technology are unlikely
to breach. To break through this ceiling, a different approach is needed. In this
paper, we describe how Verum applied Analytical Software Design (ASD), a
new approach that applies software engineering mathematics to industrial soft-
ware development, to develop the software controlling an advanced mechatron-
ics subsystem being developed by Philips Applied Technologies in the Nether-
lands.

“ASD is a formal method that is informal enough to be applied in practice.” G.P.M. Haagh
Senior Software Architect, Philips Applied Technologies

Introduction

Product innovation, quality and time to market are
key elements in the battle to achieve and sustain
competitive advantage. For a growing number of
businesses, this means software development. Soft-
ware is now an essential component embedded in
an ever increasing array of products. It has become
an important means of realising product innovation
and is a key determinant of both product quality and
time-to-market. For many businesses, software has
becomebusiness criticaland software development
is astrategicbusiness activity.

Today, software development continues to suffer
from poor predictability. Business managers need

reliable answers to the questions “When will it be
ready?”, “What will it cost?” and “How well will it
work?” These are the very questions that software
developers are least able to answer.

In recent years, in an attempt to overcome these
problems, companies have invested heavily in soft-
ware development process improvements, technol-
ogy, infrastructure and training. In spite of this, the
rapidly increasing complexity and amount of soft-
ware still presents a serious challenge. According to
studies, 40% - 50% of total development costs are
typically lost on avoidable rework [4]; 15% - 25%
of software defects are delivered to customers [4];
in 2002, software failures cost the U.S. economy an
estimated $59.5 billion [7].
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Existing development methods appear to have
reached a quality ceiling that incremental improve-
ments in process and technology are unlikely to
breach. The amount and complexity of in-product,
embedded software is growing exponentially; ac-
cording to the SEI, productivity in the most suc-
cessful organisations is improving linearly, at best.
The challenges many businesses experience devel-
oping embedded software and being able to guaran-
tee its quality and correct functioning is a testament
to this growing capability gap and inability of cur-
rent testing-centric software development practices
to bridge it. To bridge this divide, a different, more
formal, approach is needed.

The Case: The MagLev Stage

Philips Applied Technologies1 is part of the Dutch
Royal Philips Electronics group of companies. Part
of its mission is to develop innovative solutions
for advanced manufacturing. It is a leading devel-
oper of industrial vision systems and high precision
mechatronic systems.

One of its latest products is a highly accurate, high
performance “stage” known as the MagLev Stage
(see figure 1). This is a subsystem designed to be
incorporated in a variety of industrial systems that
require high speed, highly accurate material posi-
tioning, especially in high vacuum situations, for
applications such as e-beam inspection and laser
cutting. It uses advanced magnetic levitation ser-
vos and achieves a repeatable sub-micron scanning
accuracy (130 Nanometers or better).

An essential part of the MagLev Stage is the con-
trol software embedded in it. This software coordi-
nates the actions of the multi-axis controllers and
provides an Application Program Interface (API)
to customer developed domain specific application
software.

Early in 2004, a “proof of concept” version of the
control software was developed to enable the me-
chanical and electronic sub-systems to be developed
and tested. This development took about 10 weeks
in order to achieve a level of “good weather” func-
tionality useful for the product development. Al-
though suitable for its purpose as a “proof of con-
cept” prototype, this software was not of the in-

dustrial quality levels considered suitable for the fi-
nal product. Since its initial development, defects
have emerged at regular intervals, including soft-
ware crashes and race conditions. By January 2005,
more than 20 versions were present in the software
configuration management system, each represent-
ing a major release to fix multiple errors.

Figure 1: MagLev Stage

In September 2004, it was decided that a new
version of the controller software would have to
be developed in order to achieve required quality
standards. Given the complex nature of the soft-
ware, Philips Applied Technologies and Verum to-
gether applied Analytical Software Design (ASD)
techniques in which the complete software design
is modelled mathmatically and model-checked for
correctness before implementation starts. After ver-
ifying the design mathematically, Verum’s ASD
techniques enabled 90% of the new code to be gen-
erated in C++ automatically from the verified de-
sign specifications.

Technical Details

The MagLev Stage consists of twosubstagescalled
theIntermediate Substageand theCarrier Substage
respectively. Each substage is controlled by its own
dedicated multi-axis controller. The multi-axis con-
trollers are existing subsystems previously devel-
oped by Philips Applied Technologies and used in
other products.

1www.apptech.philips.com
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Figure 2: MagLev Software Overview

Figure 2 shows the overall organisation of the soft-
ware into two major components, namely theMa-
nipulator and theSubStage. In the diagram, soft-
ware components are depicted by rectangles; major
interfaces are depicted by the labelled ovals.

The SubStage component is responsible for control-
ling a single substage via its dedicated multi-axis
controller known as aMAC. The diagram shows two
instances of the SubStage component, one control-
ling the Intermediate Substage and one controlling
the Carrier Substage. The Manipulator component
coordinates and controls the two substage compo-
nents. All actions that are specific to a single MAC
are implemented in the SubStage component; all ac-
tions requiring coordination between the substages,
such as most movements and all exception and er-
ror handling, are implemented in the Manipulator
component. As is usual in such systems, the “good
weather” behaviour, although complex, is relatively
straight forward; the majority of the program logic
is required to handle all the various exception con-
ditions that can occur.

Figure 3: Manipulator Context Diagram

The Manipulator component implements the API
to be used by the customer-developed domain spe-
cific application software. It must be “thread safe”;
that is, able to support multi-threaded client applica-
tions while handling asynchronous call-back events
from the two substages. For efficiency reasons, the
Philips Applied Technologies senior architect re-
quired the execution architecture to minimise con-
text switching with execution remaining under the
caller’s thread context as long as possible. Figure 3
is a context diagram of the Manipulator component.
This shows the Manipulator as implementing its
client API (IStage), sending asynchronous call-back
notifications to the client application (IStageCB),
using the SubStage API (ISubStage) and receiving
notifications from the two substages via the ISub-
StageCB call-back interfaces. All the ISubStageCB
events are routed to the Manipulator via a queue and
are executed under the context of a separate deferred
procedure call (DPC) server thread.

Figure 4: SubStage Context Diagram

Figure 4 shows the context of each SubStage com-
ponent instance. It implements an API used by
the Manipulator (ISubStage and ISubStageCB) and
uses the interfaces provided by the MAC (IMac and
IMacCB). The SubStage receives API calls from
the Manipulator and asynchronous event notifica-
tions from the MAC via a queue and a separate DPC
server thread. The ISubStage interface realises a
high level abstraction of the physical substage, with
high level moves implemented in terms of the prim-
itive move operations provided at the MAC inter-
face.

An Overview of ASD

Analytical Software design is based on two design
principles:
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• Business critical software must be based on de-
signs that are verified before implementation
starts;

• Software Architects and Designers must use de-
signs and architectures that can be verified using
currently available tools and techniques.

With one exception, all branches of engineering
routinely apply their specific branches of mathemat-
ics to specification and design. Modelling a design
is cheaper than building a prototype and testing it.
It is also more certain; testing is by definition an ex-
ercise in sampling and can never provide complete
coverage or certainty of correctness. An architect
charged with designing an earthquake-proof build-
ing does not build it and wait for an earthquake to
test it! Instead, the design is mathematically mod-
elled and subjected to rigorous mathematical analy-
sis.

The one exception is software engineering. Apart
from those few domains (mostly safety critical)
where formal design and verification methods are
mandated, mathematics are not routinely applied to
software specification or design. Instead, reliance is
placed on informal inspection-based methods and
testing. As a consequence, defects injected early in
the life-cycle during specification and design activ-
ities are frequently not detected and removed until
after implementation is substantially complete and
integration testing begins. This is the most expen-
sive time to correct defects and occurs at a point in
the life-cycle that results in the maximum impact on
time to market. For many kinds of errors, such as
race conditions and deadlocks, this is also the least
certain way to find them.

Analytical Software Design2 combines the practi-
cal application of software engineering mathemat-
ics and modelling with specification methods that
avoid difficult mathematical notations and remain
understandable to all project stakeholders. In addi-
tion, it uses statistical techniques for software com-
ponent testing and advanced code generation tech-
niques. From a single set of design specifications,
the necessary mathematical models, program code
and statistical test cases are generated automati-
cally.

ASD uses the Sequence-based Specification
method [8, 9] to specify functional performance

requirements and designs as black box functions.
These specifications are traceable to the original
requirements specifications and remain completely
accessible to the critical project stakeholders. This
allows them to play a key role in verifying the ASD
specifications and retain control over them. At the
same time, ASD specifications provide the degree
of rigour and precision necessary for mathematical
analysis.

ASD applies the Box Structured Development
Method [5, 6] following the principles of stepwise
refinement to transform the black box design spec-
ifications into state box specifications from which
programming is based.

The ASD Model Generator generates mathematical
models from the black box and state box specifi-
cations and designs automatically. These models
are generated in the process algebra CSP [3, 10]
and can be formally analysed and verified using the
model checker FDR [1]. For example, we can use
the model checker to verify (i) whether a design
satisfies its functional requirements; (ii) whether
the state box coding specification is behaviourally
equivalent to the black box design; and (iii) whether
the design uses other components according to their
external functional specifications.

The ASD Code Generator can generate significant
amounts of code automatically from the ASD spec-
ifications. The principle advantage of code genera-
tion is correctness; the code is generated automati-
cally from the ASD specifications that have already
been formally verified. Code generation may not be
applicable to every project but in those cases where
it is, significant development efficiency gains can be
achieved.

ASD uses Statistical Testing methods based on Us-
age Models derived directly from the ASD Specifi-
cations to test software components against the ver-
ified designs. The ASD Test Case Generator and
Analyser generates large numbers of self-running
test cases and analyses their results.

Figure 5 shows the main elements of ASD.
The functional specification is analysed using the
Sequence-based Specification method extended to
enable nondterminism to be captured. This enables
the externally visible behaviour of the system to be
specified with precision and guarantees complete-
ness.

2Patent applied for under patent application number GB 0410047.5
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Figure 5: ASD Overview

Because ASD specifications avoid difficult mathe-
matical notations and are fully traceable to the orig-
inal specifications, they can be validated by inspec-
tion with project stakeholders. Next, the design is
specified using Sequence-based Specification. This
still remains a creative, inventive design activity re-
quiring skill and experience combined with domain
knowledge. With ASD, however, the design is typ-
ically captured with much more precision than is
usual with conventional development methods, rais-
ing many issues early in the life cycle and resolving
them before implementation has started.

The ASD model Generator is used to generate pro-
cess algebra models of both the specification and the
design so that the design can be verified for compli-
ance with the specification. In most cases, a design
cannot be verified in isolation; it depends on its ex-
ecution environment and the components it uses for
its complete behaviour. In ASD, used component
interfaces are specified using Sequence-based Spec-
ification, the corresponding mathematical models
are generated using the ASD Model Generator and
these models, combined with those of the design,
are verified for compliance with the specification.
For CSP models, this verification is done mathemat-
ically using the model checker FDR. Errors detected
during the verification are corrected in the design
specification, new CSP models are generated and
the verification is repeated. (This is typically a very
rapid cycle.)

When the design has been verified, the ASD Code
Generator is used to generate program source code
in C++ or C or other similar languages. The per-
centage of the total code that can be generated this
way varies from project to project. Experience sug-
gests this is typically between 70% and 90%, but it

can be lower on some projects.

Finally, from the same set of design specifications,
large numbers of statisitically selected test case can
be generated in the form of self running tests and
the results analysed by the ASD Test Analyser.

Applying ASD to the MagLev Stage
Development

The design team consisted of a senior software ar-
chitect and software engineer from Philips Applied
Technologies and two employees from Verum. The
goals of the project were:

1. To re-develop the MagLev Stage control soft-
ware to industrial quality standards as quickly
as possible;

2. For Philips Applied Technologies to gain practi-
cal experience of applying ASD in practice with
a view to assessing its applicability to other typ-
ical software developments carried out within
Philips Applied Technology.

The work proceded as follows: firstly, an ASD spec-
ification of the MAC interface (IMac and IMacCB)
was made based on existing specifications and the
expert knowledge of the senior architect. This black
box function was plotted in the form of a state tran-
sition diagram and reviewed by the team.

Next, an ASD specification of the client applica-
tion API (IStage and IStageCB) was made based on
the existing implementation and with frequent ref-
erences to the existing code. The process of making
the ASD specification raised a significant number of
specification issues, most of which were resolved by
the senior architect based on his extensive domain
knowledge and experience gained in developing the
original “proof of concept” prototype.

The architecture was then developed, partitioning
the major functions of the control software between
the Manipulator component and the two instances
of the SubStage component; an ASD specifica-
tion of the SubStage interfaces (ISubStage, ISub-
StageCB) was made, reflecting the first “guess” at
the SubStage abstraction.

The first major design task was the design of the
Manipulator. This was specified using Sequence-
based Specification. As the design evolved, the
precision of the ASD interface specifications of
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the client interface and the SubStage interface was
extremely beneficial. As the design neared com-
pletion, the ASD Model Generator was used to
generate the CSP models of the client interfaces
(IStage, IStageCB), the SubStage interfaces (ISub-
Stage, ISubStageCB) and the Manipulator design.
The parallel composition of the Manipulator design
model plus two instances of the SubStage Interfaces
(one for the Intermediate SubStage and one for the
Carrier SubStage) were verified against the client
interface model using the model checker. This was
done after first verifying with the model checker
that the design was free from divergence, internal
inconsistencies and deadlocks.

During this process, many design and some specifi-
cation errors were discovered by the model checker.
As they were discovered, the appropriate ASD spec-
ification was updated to correct the error, new math-
ematical models generated and the verification con-
tinued. This cycle occurs quite rapidly, finding and
fixing several errors per hour. This differs signif-
icantly form conventional, testing-based develop-
ment method. Unlike conventional testing:

• All of this is done without having written any
program code or executing any test cases.

• This form of verification is based on mathemat-
ical proof and is total. It is equivalent to 100%
execution pathcoverage, something unacheiv-
able by testing.

• This form of verification is particularly good at
uncovering dynamic behavioural errors such as
deadlocks, race conditions and design behaviour
that violates interfaces specifications. Such er-
rors are extremely difficult to detect and diag-
nose using conventional testing because their
nondterministic nature makes them to reproduce
and repair.

• This verification is done before investing in im-
plementation, at the most economic point in the
life-cycle.

When the Manipulator design was completed and
verified, work began on the SubStage design.
Again, this was specified using the Sequence-based
Specification Method. In this case, the imple-
mented interface is the SubStage interface (ISub-
Stage, ISubStageCB) and the used interface is the
MAC interface (IMac, IMacCB). As the design
neared completion, the CSP models were generated
automatically using the ASD Model Generator and

FDR was used to check the SubStage design plus
the MAC interface against the SubStage interface.
The SubStage interface model was the same one
used to verify the Manipulator design.

During the SubStage design, it proved impossible
to implement the SubStage interface exactly as it
had been specified and it was necessary to change
it. This involved changing the ASD SubStage in-
terface specification, regenerating its mathematical
model and then verifying the Manipulator design
against the changed SubStage interface to assess
the impact of the changes on the Manipulator de-
sign. Where necessary, the Manipulator design was
changed and verified against the modified SubStage
interface specification. This enabled the impact of
ISubStage design alternatives on the Manipulator to
be assessed quickly and provided additional input
for making often difficult technical choices.

When both the Manipulator and SubStage designs
were completed and verified by model checking, the
C++ code of both the Manipulator and th SubStage
was generated using the ASD Code Generator.

Results

The ASD specification of the MAC interfaces took
about 1 week; the specification of the client API in-
terface and the SubStage interface took about the
same time. The MAC interface specification has
493 transition rules and 12 canonical sequences, the
longest of which is 5 stimuli long. The ASD specifi-
cation of the client API has 345 transition rules and
13 canonical sequences. The SubStage interface has
370 transition rules and 13 canonical sequences.

The ASD design and verification of the Manipula-
tor took about 4 weeks to complete. The design was
extremely complex due to the complex behaviour
of the MAC as this was still visible at the Sub-
Stage interface plus the event driven and concur-
rent nature of the behaviour. Due to its complex-
ity, the Manipulator design was hierachically de-
composed into a top level design together with 3
significant lower level sub-designs. In total, the
design has 1,700 transition rules and 28 canoni-
cal sequences. This hierarchical design structure
was carried through into the generated mathemat-
ical models and the generated C++ code, providing
full traceability between these different views.
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During the design verification of the manipulator,
about 200 errors were detected in the model check-
ing phase. Most of these fell into one of two cat-
egories: i) internal inconsistencies where the de-
sign violated the interface specifications of the used
components or was unable to react correctly to noti-
fications arriving asynchronously from the used in-
terfaces; ii) race conditions that were particularly
difficult due to a) the number of unstable states
in the SubStage specification arising from the na-
ture of the underlying MAC behaviour and b) the
loose coupling between the Manipulator and the
SubStage introduced by the event notification queue
mechanism. The order of verification was as fol-
lows: i) to verify freedom from race conditions, di-
vergence and deadlocks; ii) to verify complicance
with the used SubStage interface specifications; iii)
to verify compliance with the client API specifica-
tions, the interface implemented by the design.

The ASD design and verification of the SubStage
took about 4 weeks to complete. Due to its com-
plexity, the design was hierarchically decomposed
into a top level design plus 5 lower level sub-
designs. In total, the design has 4,700 transition
rules and a total of 84 canonical sequences. The or-
der of verification was the same as described above.
Again, the number of unstable states in the be-
haviour of the MAC together with the decoupling
caused by the event notification queue resulted in
a very complex design with many possibilities for
race conditions and other unexpected behaviour.
During the verification, in the order of 200 errors
were detected by model checking and removed.

After all designs were completed and mathemati-
cally verified, the C++ code was generated. The
generated code is structured according to the well
known State Pattern [2] and was tailored to meet the
code architecture required by Philips Applied Tech-
nologies. This is a normal part of the ASD code
generation process; experience shows that “stan-
dard” code generators are frequently too inflexible
in the style and strucure of the code they gener-
ate. Every project and development environment
has specific requirements for the generated code to
ensure that it properly integrates with the rest of the
code base and the run-time platform. In this project,
the run-time platform was VxWorks. In total 17,000
executable lines of code were generated, represent-
ing more than 90% of the code. The hand written
code was either concerned with domain specific is-

sues such as coordinate transformations or “glue”
code interfacing the software to the rest of the run-
time environment. Although the final run-time plat-
form was VxWorks, component testing was done by
Verum under Windows XP. Testing in the final Vx-
Works environment is being performed by Philips
Applied Technologies.

The comparative results of this project are shown
in figure 6. Philips Applied Technologies calcu-
lates that its code production rate for a typical soft-
ware development, including design, specification,
coding and testing effort, is about 6,000 executable
lines of code per man year. The original MagLev
“proof of concept” software was produced at a rate
of 8,727 executable lines of code per man year.
Desktop integration testing of this software, using
simulated hardware, found 60 defects, resulting in a
large - but undocumented - amount of rework.

In 2004, when considering the redesign of the Ma-
gLev software using traditional methods, the Ap-
plied Technologies design team expected to produce
approximately 5000 lines of code in 6 man weeks:
a productivity equivalent to 18,000 executable lines
of code per man year. Based on their experience
with the “proof of concept” version, they also obvi-
ously expected an increase in the quality of the end
result.

Ultimately the redesign of the MagLev software
was performed together with employees of Verum
using ASD. The result was the production of 17,000
executable lines of code in 45 man weeks of effort,
including all specification, design, design verifica-
tion, coding and desktop integration testing effort.
This equates to a production rate of 15,000 exe-
cutable lines of code per man year. The stated effort
captures the contributions from both Applied Tech-
nologies design staff and Verum’s employees. It
also captures the learning curve needed by both par-
ties; Verum’s employees to learn about the MagLev
application and Applied Technologies engineers to
learn how to work with ASD. Much of this learn-
ing curve would not be required for future projects.
Furthermore, application of ASD to the design of
this system resulted in the discovery of about 400
defects during design verification. The average ef-
fort to find and fix each defect was approximately
1 man hour per defect. Consequentially the soft-
ware delivered to Philips Applied Technologies has
a very low defect rate. During desktop integration
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Figure 6: Comparitive Results

testing with simulated hardware, only 5 errors were
found and very little effort was required to correct
these errors.

Of course, the number of executable lines of code is
a poor indicator of the complexity of a piece of soft-
ware. Comparison of hand versus automatic code
generation techniques leads to a discussion of the
relative efficiency of each technique, with no obvi-
ous conclusions except that automatically generated
code leads to far lower error rates. Unfortunately,
there are no other common metrics that give an in-
dication of complexity in this case. However, the
design team judged the complexity of the MagLev
design to be at least twice that estimated at the be-
ginning of the project, even with the experience of
having produced a proof of concept version.

As a result, Philips Applied Technologies drew the
following conclusions from the application of ASD
to the redesign of the MagLev software:

• Overall the use of ASD in the design/code/unit
test phases is cost neutral w.r.t. traditional ways
of working; that is, the benefits were gained at

no extra cost as compared to traditional working
methods.

• The number of defects found during desktop in-
tegration is reduced by a factor 12

• The perceived quality of the code is MUCH
higher (supported by the figures)

Verum’s employees also observed that:

• The complexity of the MagLev (re)design prob-
lem was much greater than that anticipated by
the Applied Technologies design team

• The use of ASD exposed the complexity of the
(re)design problem during the earliest moments
of the development

• The MagLev software was delivered on time ac-
cording to original expectations

• The MagLev software was delivered in line with
effort estimates, bearing in mind the unexpected
complexity of the design problem.

At the time of writing this report, the MagLev soft-
ware remained to be tested with real hardware and
released to real customers. Therefore Applied Tech-
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nologies has only measured the effect of ASD on
early lifecycle phases and has yet to experience the
benefits ASD brings to system testing, release and
maintenance.

Conclusions

This project has demonstrated to Philips Applied
Technologies:

1. The application of ASD is cost neutral over con-
ventional design methods during the first half of
the project lifecycle.

2. The application of ASD results in a factor 12
reduction in defects found during initial integra-
tion testing.

3. The application of ASD results in a predictable
completion date for the project.

4. ASD specifications are understandable and us-
able by project stakeholders without knowledge
of software engineering mathematics; there
is no complex mathematical notation to be
learned.

5. ASD enables experienced employees of Verum
to work productively together with domain ex-
perts in a joint design team in an existing soft-
ware development environment and with soft-
ware engineers and architects not specifically
trained in the method.

6. ASD is applicable to a wide variety of projects
within Philips Applied Technologies.

7. ASD results in designs and implementation of
a much higher quality than can be achieved by
conventional methods.

The senior architect on this project stated that he
has a much higher level of confidence in the quality
than he has using conventional methods. He said:
“This is the first formal method informal enough to
be applied in practice.”
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